When reading texts of different but closely related languages, intelligibility is determined among others by the number of words which are cognates of words in the reader's language, and orthographic differences. Orthographic differences partly reflect pronunciation differences and therefore are partly a linguistic level. Dialectometric studies in particular showed that different linguistic levels may correlate with each other and with geography. This may raise the question of whether both lexical distance and orthographic distance need to be included in a model which explains written intelligibility, or whether both factors can even be replaced by geographic distance.
Introduction
Sometimes we are confronted with texts in an unknown but related language. An example may be Dutch people who visit Sweden and attempt to read a local newspaper in their hotel. Swedish is not standardly taught in Dutch elementary or high schools. Nevertheless, some words may be understood since both Dutch and Swedish belong to the Germanic language group. Other examples may be French people visiting Romania, or Polish people visiting Croatia. The extent to which the unknown language is understood may depend on the number of cognates, differences in orthography and syntax, etc.
The study presented in this paper was carried out in the context of a larger research program which aims at finding both linguistic and nonlinguistic determinants of mutual intelligibility within the Germanic, Romance and Slavic language families. Within this research program, a largescale web-based intelligibility test is performed, including cloze tests and word translation tasks. In a cloze test both texts and individual words are presented in either written or audible form, and subjects are asked to fill in missing words in the texts or to translate individual words. The higher the number of correctly produced or translated words, the better the intelligibility. Intelligibility scores are obtained on the basis of both written and spoken language. In this study an explanatory model will be developed in which several linguistic factors will be included such as lexical, orthographic, morphological and syntactic distances. The aim is to find out to what extent each of the factors contribute to the ease or difficulty in understanding a closely related language.
In this study we focus on lexical distance and orthographic distance being potential explanatory factors of the scores which will be obtained with the written word translation tasks. We focus on lexical and orthographic variation within the Germanic, Romance and Slavic language families. Lexical distance is a linguistic factor, and orthography is partly a linguistic factor. On the one hand, orthography reflects differences in spelling convention (e.g. German Kontakt versus Dutch contact); on the other hand, it reflects pronunciation differences (e.g. German helfen versus Dutch helpen).
Dialectometric studies show that linguistic levels may correlate with each other and with geography. Spruit et al. (2009) measured pronunciation, lexical and syntactic distances among Dutch dialects and calculated the correlations between the three linguistic levels on the basis of a subset of 70 local dialects. All of the correlations are significant. Additionally, they correlated each of the three measures with geography. The correlations are significant again. This agrees with Nerbonne & Kleiweg (2007: 154) who argue that it is a fundamental postulate of dialectology that geographically close varieties ought to be more linguistically similar than distant ones. They mention that the basic idea of this fundamental dialectological postulate has also been proposed in historical linguistics, and refer to Dyen (1956) and Campbell (1995) . Theoretically the postulate is based on the wave model of language change (Schmidt 1872) . From the earliest work in dialectometry it has been common to examine the dependence of dialect distance on geographic distance (Séguy 1971) . Hinskens, Auer and Kerswill (2005) argue that dialects are primarily geographically defined, but "geography as such does not influence language varieties, but does so through its social effects" (p. 28).
We measure lexical and orthographic distances within the Germanic, Romance and Slavic language groups. We answer the following questions for each of the language groups:
1 Do lexical and orthographic distances correlate with each other? 2 Do lexical and orthographic distances correlate with geographic distances?
When there is a strong correlation between lexical distance and orthographic distance, it would be sufficient to include either lexical distance or orthographic distance in the model of written intelligibility. When both factors would be included in a multiple regression model, the model indicates how well the entire bundle of predictors predicts the intelligibility scores, but it may not give valid results about any individual predictor, or about which predictors are redundant with respect to others. The fact that dialect variation correlates with geographic distance does not necessarily mean that language variation also correlates with geographic distance. But in many cases languages are related to dialects and are derived from dialects. For example, Standard Dutch is especially related to the local dialect of Haarlem. All modern languages started as regional dialects. Therefore, we consider it as worthwhile to investigate whether lexical and orthographic distances between languages correlate with geographic distances. Relating language variation to geographic distance is less common than relating dialect variation to geographic distance, but is not new. An example is the work of Cisouw (to appear) on the relationship between cross-linguistic variation and geographic variation.
When we find that both lexical and orthographic distance strongly correlate with geographic distance and with each other, these two factors can be replaced by geographic distance in the model. This research is particularly inspired by the High Level Group on Multilingualism (HLGM), a study group of the European Union. In 2007 this group noted a lack of knowledge about mutual intelligibility between closely related languages in Europe and the lack of knowledge about the possibilities for communicating through receptive multilingualism. Therefore, within each language group we consider languages of countries which belong to the European Union.
In Figure 1 the countries where the languages are spoken are colored in grey (Germanic), lighter grey (Romance) and darker grey (Slavic). The Germanic group includes Danish, Dutch, English, German and Swedish. The Romance group includes Catalan, French, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian and Spanish. In principle we focus on national languages. However, in this paper Catalan is included, a regional language spoken in Catalonia. 1 The Slavic group includes Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Slovak and Slovene.
Figure 1:
We consider (mainly national) languages spoken in countries which belong to the European Union. We focus on the Germanic language area (grey), the Romance language area (lighter grey) and the Slavic language area (darker grey). When a language is spoken in several countries, we choose the largest state in terms of surface.
In Section 2 we give a brief overview of related research concerning lexical and orthographic measurements. Section 3 describes the design of the data collection, and the way in which lexical and orthographic distances are measured. The results of the distance measurements are presented in Section 4. In Section 5 each of the research questions is addressed. Finally, some general conclusions will be drawn in Section 6. 1 Catalonia is an autonomous community of Spain, with the official status of a "nationality" according to the first article of the Statute of Autonomy of Catalonia. We thank Matthew Smith for providing us with the Catalan data.
Previous research

Lexis
Jean Séguy was director of the Atlas linguistique de la Gascogne. He and his associates published six atlas volumes containing maps in which single responses were plotted for 154 dialect locations. Séguy's major survey used five types of linguistic variables: 67 features from diachronic phonetics, 76 from phonology, 68 from morphosyntax, 44 from verb morphology and 170 lexical items, 425 variables in total. Séguy sought a way to analyze the maps in a more satisfying way than was possible with traditional analytic methods, and came up with the idea of counting "the number of items on which neighbors disagreed." (Chambers & Trudgill 1998: 138) . Hans Goebl continued and elaborated on Séguy's work, striking out independently in several respects. We base our sketch on Goebl (1993 Goebl ( , 1984 Goebl ( , 1982 . Goebl most extensively analyzed l'Atlas Linguistique de l'Italie et de la Suisse Méridionale (AIS), compiled by Karl Jaberg and Jakob Jud in the first quarter of the twentieth century. He selected 251 varieties and 696 working maps from the AIS. Each working map represents a dialect feature and requires an assigned value at each of the 251 sites. 569 maps represent lexical variation, and 127 maps represent morphosyntactic variation. While Séguy calculated distances, Goebl calculated similarities. The similarity between two varieties is calculated as the percentage of items on which the two varieties agree.
The methodology of Séguy/Goebl has been frequently used for measuring lexical distances among local dialects. For example, Heeringa & Nerbonne (2006) measured lexical distances among 360 varieties in the Dutch dialect area, and Giesbers (2008) measured lexical distances among ten locations in the Kleverlands area, along the Dutch-German national border. The same methodology has also been used for measuring lexical distances between languages. Van Bezooijen & Gooskens (2005) investigated the intelligibility of Frisian and Afrikaans for speakers of Dutch, both in written and spoken form. They wrote: "A large proportion of cognates, i.e. words in two languages with a common root, may be expected to facilitate comprehension." They calculated lexical similarity between Afrikaans and Dutch and between Frisian and Dutch as the percentage of (paradigm-related) cognates and lexical distance as the percentage of noncognates. The results suggest that both for the function words and the content words the relationship with the Dutch counterparts appears to be more direct for Frisian than for Afrikaans.
Orthography
Van Bezooijen & Gooskens (2005) also considered orthography as an explanatory factor of intelligibility between Afrikaans and Dutch and between Frisian and Dutch. They calculated orthographic distances by means of Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein 1966) . The Levenshtein distance between two strings is calculated as the 'cost' of the total set of insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to transform one string into another (Kruskal 1999) . When calculating orthographic distances the algorithm finds the minimum number of letters that need to be inserted, deleted or replaced when changing the spelled word of one language into the corresponding spelled word in another language. The authors found that the orthographic distances of cognates that are related directly or via a synonym is much smaller for Afrikaans than for Frisian. Zulu, Botha & Barnard (2008) measured orthographic distance between 11 South African languages. Levenshtein distances were calculated using existing parallel orthographic word spellings in sets of 50 and 144 words from each of the 11 official languages of South Africa. This data was manually collected from various multilingual dictionaries and online resources. The authors concluded that statistical methods based solely on orthographic transcriptions are able to provide useful objective measures of language similarities. Doetjes & Gooskens (2009) studied the role of orthography in the mutual intelligibility of Danish and Swedish spoken languages. They measured phonetic distances between the languages and took into consideration the help that the listeners can receive from the orthography when listening to the neighboring language. Both phonetic and orthographic distances were measured by means of Levenshtein distance. The authors concluded that Danish listeners indeed seemed to make use of the additional information that the orthography can provide.
Data source and measurement techniques
Compiling the database
The data set in the present study is compiled so that it models a written word translation task. The basic assumption we made is that a reader who is reading words spelled in a different but closely related language will understand the words relatively easily when cognates exist in his/her native language. In this study we adopt the definition of cognates as given by Van Bezooijen & Gooskens (2005) : "words in two languages with a common root." Cognates are words that have a common etymological origin. For example, English child is regarded as an etymological cognate of Dutch kind, and Swedish rum is considered as a cognate from the derived Dutch word ruimte. As will appear below, our notion of cognates covers real cognates -pairs of words which are mutual translations of each other, and partial cognates -pairs of words which have the same meaning in both languages only in some contexts. We make no difference between loan words and inherited words.
We compiled the data set in two steps, which are described below.
Step 1: compiling basic word lists In this step the stimuli were collected. Since we were working with 16 different languages (see Section 1) we chose English as the baseline. Since we want to model written intelligibility it is important to use those words which a reader will most likely find in a written text. We considered using the Swadesh list, but we have to keep in mind that this list is a classic compilation of basic concepts for the purposes of historical-comparative linguistics, rather than for the purposes of modeling written intelligibility. Therefore, we preferred another approach, where we chose the most frequent nouns from the British National Corpus. A few of them were excluded if they were too similar to each other. For example, both kind and sort were found among the most frequent nouns, and one of them was left out because of the similar meanings of the two words. Finally a set of 100 words was left. For each of the 100 words we provided a context to make sure the translatorsnative speakers of each of the languages who translated the words from Englishknew the correct meaning. For example, the word form has different meanings such as 'questionnaire,' 'shape' or 'to shape something.' By putting the word in the sentence 'You have to fill out this form today,' the translator knows which meaning is used.
The 100 words were translated into each of the languages in the three language groups, where the context in which they appearedthe short sentenceswas taken into account. If several translations were still possible, cognates of the English words were preferred to non-cognates. If there were several cognates, the orthographically closest cognate was chosen. When the cognates were orthographically equally similar to the cognates in the basic word list, the most commonly used word was chosen.
In this way we obtained basic word lists, five lists for the Germanic family (including the English list), six for the Romance family and six for the Slavic family. These lists were used for the word translation task.
Step 2: finding the cognates We are trying to model comprehension of written language. The words in the basic word lists are the stimuli which will be presented to the readers who participate in a word translation task which we will conduct in the future. We expect that the reader will relatively easily understand stimuli for which cognates exist in his or her language. If no cognate of a stimulus exist, it will be hard for the reader to guess the meaning of that stimulus.
In order to model this we compiled the cognates of the stimuli which exist in the native language of the reader and which are synonyms. For each basic word list for each of the other languages in the same language group the cognates are found. The cognates should be synonyms, but not necessarily in the context of the 100 sentences. When in a particular language there are no cognates for some words in the basic list, the cells in the table remain empty. The table for the Germanic language group is schematically shown as Table 1 . For each of the languages there is one sheet, one for Danish, one for Dutch, one for English, one for German and one for Swedish. Each sheet consists of five columns. The first column contains the basic word list, consisting of 100 words, one word per row. When focusing on the English sheet, the first column is the basic word list consisting of English words. The second column contains the Danish cognates of the English words, the third column contains the Dutch cognates, the fourth column contains the German cognates and the fifth column contains the Swedish cognates. The sheet is shown in more detail as Table 2 .
Both for the Romance and Slavic languages we obtained a database which consists of six sheets, and each sheet consists of six columns. 
Measuring lexical distances
Séguy (1973) measured the lexical distance between two dialects as the number of items upon which the two dialects disagree lexically because of heteronomy. We use basically the same method and measure the lexical distance as the percentage of non-cognates in the language of the reader compared to the stimulus language. We illustrate this by using the example in Table 2 , where English is the stimulus language, and the corresponding cognates are given in Danish, Dutch, German and Swedish. For each language the number of noncognatesi.e. the number of empty cells in the tableis counted and divided by the total number of words. In our example there are ten words. The calculation is shown in Table 3 . Danish and Swedish have the largest percentage of non-cognates (50%) and Dutch has the smallest percentage of non-cognates (30%). 
Measuring orthographic distances
Orthographic distances between a stimulus language (data in the basic word list) and the language of the reader (cognates in one of the other columns in the same table) are measured with the aid of the Levenshtein distance metric. We illustrate this algorithm by comparing the English word interest with the Swedish word intresse:
In the fourth slot an e is deleted, in the eighth slot a t is replaced by an s, and in the ninth slot an e is inserted. As there are three operations and the alignment has nine slots, the distance is calculated as (3/9) x 100 = 33%. The word interest can be mapped to intresse in many different ways, but the Levenshtein distance always gives the cost of the cheapest mapping.
For each character we distinguish between a base and a diacritic. For example, the base of é is e, and the diacritic is the acute accent. Two characters may differ in the base and/or in their diacritics. We weigh differences in the base as 1; for example: a versus e, p versus b. If two characters have the same base, but different diacritics, we weigh this as 0.3. For example: e versus é, è versus é. We admit that the choice of this weight is not based on empirical measurements and may sound arbitrary, but our choice is motivated by the idea that diacritical differences should be weighed much less strongly than base differences, since differences in the base will usually confuse the reader to a much greater extent than diacritical differences. When the bases are different, the weight is 1, regardless of whether there are diacritical differences, since differences or similarities between diacritics are meaningless when the corresponding bases are different. Insertions and deletions are weighed as 1.
We assure that the minimum cost is based on an alignment in which a vowel matches with a vowel, and a consonant matches with a consonant.
We calculate the aggregated Levenshtein distance between the stimulus language and the language of a reader. We illustrate this by comparing English as stimulus language with Swedish as the language of a reader, using the data from Table 2 . The comparison is made in Table 4 . There are five English words for which a Swedish cognate exists (rows 3, 4, 7, 9 and 10); therefore, for each of the five word pairs the Levenshtein distance is calculated. The word pair distances are divided by the corresponding alignment lengths and multiplied by 100. The last column shows the percentage of different characters for each of the pairs. The average distance between the English stimuli and the cognates supposedly known by the hypothetical Swedish reader is 49.7% in this example. This percentage is the hypothetical score of a Swedish reader who performs a word translation task in which English words are translated. 
Asymmetries
The advantage of the procedure described in Section 3.1 is that it takes into account that relationships between languages are not necessarily symmetric. Both lexical and orthographic distance may be asymmetric. We illustrate this by some examples. The common Swedish translation of English woman is kvinna, and the common Dutch translation is vrouw. There exists no Dutch cognate for Swedish kvinna, but there does exist a Swedish cognate for Dutch vrouw, namely fru. The fact that Swedish has two synonymskvinna and fruwith preference for kvinna, and Dutch has just one wordvrouw -that is a cognate of Swedish fru causes an asymmetry. A Dutch-speaking reader will have difficulties understanding the word kvinna in a Swedish text, while a Swedish-speaking person will be more likely to understand the word vrouw in a Dutch text. Table 5 shows more examples of lexical asymmetries.
Asymmetries at the lexical level may also affect the orthographic measurements. In Table 5 for 'Dutch stimuli versus Swedish reader' we find three complete cognate pairs, but for 'Swedish stimuli versus Dutch reader' we do not find any cognate pair. As a result, orthographic distances may be asymmetrical since the orthographic distance 'Swedish stimuli versus Dutch reader' is obtained on the basis of a different set of cognate pairs than the orthographic distance 'Dutch stimuli versus Swedish reader.' Asymmetric orthographic distances may also occur when the same English word is translated by different words in the different languages, where the words are not cognates of each other, although for each of the words cognates exist in the other language. For example the English word thing in the context of the sentence 'This thing I will never forget' is translated as Sache in German and as ding in Dutch. The Dutch cognate of Sache is zaak, and the German cognate of ding is Ding. It is obvious that the orthographic distance between Sache and zaak is larger than between ding and Ding. Therefore we find an asymmetric orthographic distance. More examples are given in Table 6 .
In short: asymmetry in orthographic distances may be found for any language pair and is the result of differences in cognate sets.
Lexical and orthographic distances between languages
In this section we present the results of lexical and orthographic measurements for each of the three language groups. Both lexical and orthographic distances are visualized by means of so-called beam maps (Inoue 1996) . In the maps the countries are represented by their geographic centers (see Section 5.1). The centers are connected to each other by lines or 'beams,' where darker lines connect lexically or orthographically close languages and lighter lines more remote ones. Beam maps were introduced by Goebl (1993) ; in his maps only neighbouring locations are connected. We use the Groningen-style network maps where every location can in principle link to any other location in the network. These kind of maps were developed by Peter Kleiweg; examples can be found in Heeringa (2004) .
In beam maps each pair of locations -geographic centers in our case -are connected by a line. In Section 3, and especially Section 3.4, we discuss that our methodology may reveal asymmetric relationships between languages. We illustrate this by an example. We found that the lexical distance between a native speaker of English who reads a Danish text is 41%, but the lexical distance between a native speaker of Danish who reads an English text is 30%. In a beam map both distances cannot be visualized. Therefore, we visualize the average distance: (41+30)/2 = 35.5%.
In each of the beam maps in this section the smallest distance is represented by a line which is nearly black, and the largest distance is represented by a white line. On a white background, however, white lines are not visible. By scaling color intensities between the smallest and largest distance per map the largest degree of detail is visualized.
Germanic
The lexical distances between the Germanic languages are given in Table  A .1, and the orthographic distances in Table A .2 in Appendix A. The averaged distances (see the introduction of this section) are geographically visualized in Figure 2 .
At the lexical level we find English distinct from the other Germanic languages. In Table 3 English is lexically compared to the other Germanic languages on the basis of a subset of ten words. The percentage of cognates varies from 30% to 50%. For two wordsmember and woman -no cognate can be found in any of the other languages.
English originated from the fusion of closely related dialects, now collectively termed Old English, by Germanic settlers, and ultimately from their ancestral region of Angeln, presently known as Schleswig-Holstein. The language was influenced by the Old Norse language because of Viking invasions in the 8th and 9th centuries. The Norman conquest of England in the 11th century gave rise to heavy borrowings from Norman-French (Baugh & Cable 2002) .
Close relationships are found between Danish and Swedish (Danish reader vs. Swedish stimulus: 4% / Swedish reader vs. Danish stimulus: 6%) and between Dutch and German (10%/14%). Danish and Swedish belong to the North Germanic group and Dutch and German belong to the West Germanic group.
At the orthographic level a close relationship between Danish and Swedish is also found, but relationships between other language pairs are weaker. German is most distant from Danish (34%/36%) and closest to Dutch (28%/32%). German is distinguished from the other languages as the result of the High German consonant shift or second Germanic consonant shift, probably beginning between the 3rd and 5th centuries AD, and was almost complete before the earliest written records in the High German language were made in the 8th century. In this shift the three Germanic voiceless plosives became fricatives in certain phonetic environments (Dutch water maps to German Wasser) and affricates in other positions (Danish tid versus German Zeit, where the Z is pronounced as /ts/). The three voiced plosives became voiceless. As far as Standard German is concerned, only /t/ became /d/ (Danish del versus German Teil) (Schwerdt 2000) .
Dutch is also distinguished as the result of the De Hollandsche Expansie ("The expansion of linguistic characteristics from the West of the Netherlands to the non-peripheral regions," see Kloeke (1927) ) which included the developments /u/→/y/→ . These distinctions are reflected in the orthography; for example, Danish hus versus Dutch huis and Danish tid versus Dutch tijd. Although German also has diphthongs hererespectivelythey differ in both pronunciation and spelling (Dutch ui and ij versus German au and ei).
English underwent the great vowel shift between 1350 and 1700 (Stockwell 2002) . The two highest long vowels became diphthongs, and the other five underwent an increase in tongue height. The standard view in the Anglicist literature is that English orthography is a mess because it was standardized before the Great Vowel Shift was complete (Denham & Lobeck 2009 ). However, many words kept the old spelling (for example, compare the Danish pronunciation of side (Hjort & Kristensen 2003) with the English pronunciation).
A distinguishing feature of Danish and Swedish (North Germanic) found in our data set is the loss of initial /j/ (example: Dutch jaar versus Danish år).
Figure 2: Lexical and orthographic distances between Germanic languages. Darker lines connect lexically/orthographically close varieties, lighter lines more remote ones. The largest distances are represented by white lines which are invisible on the white background. At the lexical level the distances vary from 5% (between Danish and Swedish) to 36% (between Danish and English), and at the orthographic level distances vary from 17% (between Danish and Swedish) to 37% (between Danish and German).
In Section 3.4 we explained that lexical and orthographic distances may be asymmetric. We checked whether there exists an asymmetric relationship between languages A and B by comparing distances obtained on the basis of the word pairs of stimulus language A and reader language B with the distances obtained on the basis of the word pairs of stimulus language B with the reader language A. We examined both lexical and orthographic distances. 2 We did not find asymmetries at the lexical level, but we did find them at the orthographic level. The results are shown in Table 7 . The results mean that in a written intelligibility test in which the same stimulus words are used as in this paper, Dutch readers understand German more easily than Germans understand Dutch, Danes will understand Swedish better than Swedes understand Danish, and Germans understand Swedish better than Swedes understand German. 
Romance
The lexical distances between the Romance languages are given in Table  B .1, and the orthographic distances in At the orthographic level the smallest distance is found between Spanish and Portuguese (16%/16%). The two languages are relatively strongly related to Catalan and Italian. Romanian is closest to Catalan (31%/30%). French is most distinct within this set of Romance languages. French belongs to the Gallo-Romance subgroup in the Romance language family. This subgroup also includes Occitan, Catalan, Franco-Provençal, Piedmontese, Lombard, Emiliano-Romagnolo, Ligurian and Rhaeto-Romance. Gallo-Romance languages are generally considered the most innovatory among all the Romance languages, and are as a whole usually characterized by the loss of all unstressed final vowels other than /-a/; most significantly final /-o/ and /-e/ were lost. Examples are: French enfant versus Spanish infante, French cas versus Italian caso. On the other hand, modern French has a conservative spelling system which is still based on the pronunciation of Old French and despite changes in the pronunciation during the past centuries, orthography stayed more or less the same since the 12th century. For the other investigated Romance languages orthography reflects pronunciation to a high degree.
Figure 3: Lexical and orthographic distances between Romance languages. Darker lines connect lexically/orthographically close varieties, lighter lines more remote ones. The largest distances are represented by white lines which are invisible on the white background. At the lexical level the distances vary from 3% (between Catalan and Spanish) to 26% (between Catalan and Romanian), and at the orthographic level distances vary from 16% (between Portuguese and Spanish) to 47% (between French and Italian).
We examined whether there are asymmetric relationships within the Romance language group both at the lexical and the orthographic levels. The results are shown in Table 8 . At the lexical level we find that Romanians will more easily understand Catalan and Portuguese than the Catalans and the Portuguese will understand Romanian. At the orthographic level we find that the French will understand more easily Italian and Romanian, than the Italians and Romanians will understand French. 
Slavic
The lexical distances between the Slavic languages are given in Table C .1, and the orthographic distances in Table C .2. The averaged distances (see the introduction of this section) are geographically visualized in Figure 4 . The graphs displaying lexical distances suggest a division in a northern and a southern group. In the northern group there is small distance between Czech and Slovak. Together with Polish they belong to the West Slavic languages. In the southern group the distances are larger. Slovene and Bulgarian are particularly distant from each other (38%/44%). Together with Croatian they belong to the South Slavic languages. Within our set of Slavic languages, Bulgarian uses the Cyrillic alphabet and the other languages use the Latin alphabet. Since we want to model written intelligibility, we should use the spelling systems as they are used for each of the languages and therefore will be used in the web-based written intelligibility test. Both our distance measurements and the scores of the intelligibility test should be obtained on the basis of the same material. Of course, we may predict in advance that the orthographic distance between a language which uses the Cyrillic orthography and a language which uses the Latin alphabet will be relatively large. We find this when we look at the orthographic picture: Bulgarian is completely separated from the 'Latin' languages which apparently are a close group.
We also performed an analysis in which the Cyrillic transcriptions in Bulgarian were replaced by Latin transliterations. Bulgarian is not written in Latin; Latin cannot be used as an alternative as is the case with Serbian.
But an analysis on the basis of a Latin transliteration will show how
Bulgarian is related to the other Slavic languages if a Latin orthography would have been adopted.
Lexis Orthography
Figure 4: Lexical and orthographic distances between Slavic languages. Darker lines connect lexically/orthographically close varieties, lighter lines more remote ones. The largest distances are represented by white lines which are invisible on the white background. For Bulgarian the original Cyrillic orthography is used. At the lexical level the distances vary from 4% (between Czech and Slovak) to 48% (between Polish and Slovene), and at the orthographic level distances vary from 11% (between Czech and Slovak) to 67% (between Bulgarian and Polish).
Lexis Orthography
Figure 5: Lexical and orthographic distances between Slavic languages. Darker lines connect lexically/orthographically close varieties, lighter lines more remote ones. The largest distances are represented by white lines which are invisible on the white background. For Bulgarian the Latin transliteration of the original Cyrillic orthography is used. At the lexical level the distances vary from 4% (between Czech and Slovak) to 48% (between Polish and Slovene), and at the orthographic level distances vary from 11% (between Czech and Slovak) to 32% (between Czech and Polish).
The transliterations were made with the web application Translit. 3 The results can be seen in Figure 5 . In this figure Bulgarian is no longer orthographically separated from the other languages; instead, Polish is now found to be very distinct. This may be explained by the fact that Polish is the only language in the Slavic group which uses digraphs. When the Latin alphabet is used in Slavic languages, characters may be modified by diacritics. However, the Polish orthography includes digraphs and trigraphs which are used instead of diacritics, for example cz (IPA: /tʃ/), sz (IPA: /ʃ/) and rz (IPA: /r/, a simultaneous combination of /r/and /ʒ/). Examples in our data set are: Polish czas is čas in Slovene, Czech and Slovak; Polish szkoła is škola in Croatian, Czech and Slovak; Polish formularz is formulář in Czech.
Within the Slavic group we do not find asymmetric relationships at the lexical level. At the orthographic level we find three asymmetries which are listed in Table 9 . Czech readers will understand Polish texts better than Polish readers will understand Czech texts. Slovakians and Slovenes will understand Croatian texts more easily than Croatians will understand Slovakian and Slovene texts. 
Lexical and orthographic distance in relation to each other and to geographic distance
In Section 4 we calculated lexical and orthographic distances between languages for each of the three language groups. In this section we answer the research questions formulated in the introduction. In Section 5.1 we correlate lexical and orthographic variation patterns to each other. In Section 5.2 we answer the question whether lexical and orthographic distances correlate with geographical distances.
Do lexical and orthographic distances correlate with each other?
The correlations between the two linguistic levels are shown in Table 10 per language group. For all language groups significant correlations are found, all of them being "medium" correlations (i.e. 0.30 |r| 0.50, cf. Cohen 1988) . Table 10 : Correlations between lexical and orthographic distances for Germanic, Romance and Slavic language groups. For Slavic languages two analyses are performed, one using the original Cyrillic orthography for Bulgarian (1) and another using a Latin transliteration of Bulgarian (2). Figure 6 : Scatterplots show lexical distances versus orthographic distances for each language group. For Slavic languages two scatterplots are given, one obtained on the basis of measurements using the original Cyrillic orthography for Bulgarian (1) and another using a Latin transliteration of Bulgarian (2). In each scatterplot the linear regression line is drawn.
In Figure 6 for each of the language groups a scatterplot is shown in which lexical distance is plotted against orthographic distance for every language pair. Except for Romance languages the plots do not suggest a linear relationship. We expect that both lexical and orthographic distances are potential predictors of written intelligibility scores. However, in a multiple linear regression analysis of Romance languages, lexical distance may rule out orthographic distance or the other way around due to collinearity.
Do lexical and orthographic distances correlate with geographic distances?
In Section 1 we mentioned the fundamental dialectological postulate: "Geographically proximate varieties tend to be more similar than distant ones" which was confirmed by Nerbonne & Kleiweg (2007: 154) . We suggested the same may apply to (national) languages to some extent. Languages are often based on one or more dialects in the countries or areas where they are spoken. Therefore, we examine whether geographically proximate languages tend to be linguistically more similar than distant ones. In this section we correlate lexical and orthographic distances with geographic distances between the countries or areas where the languages are spoken. We are aware of the fact that orthographic distance is just partly a linguistic variable, since it partly represents pronunciational variation which is the linguistic component, and it partly represents spelling variation which is the non-linguistic component (see Section 1 and 4).
We consider four kinds of geographic distance measurements. First, we measure as-the-crow-flies distances between the geographical centers of the countries (Section 5.2.1) and between the capitals of the countries (Section 5.2.2). Next, we measure travel distances between the geographical centers of the countries (Section 5.2.3) and between the capitals of the countries (Section 5.2.4). In Section 5.2.5. we draw some conclusions.
As-the-crow-flies distances between the geographical centers
Since in many studies dialects are considered the 'language' as spoken in one particular village or town, geographical distances between dialects can simply be measured as the geographical distances between the corresponding villages or towns. When measuring geographic distances between languages it is not that easy because the area is much larger. In this study we measure as-the-crow-flies (or: in-a-beeline) distances between the geographical centers of the countries or areas where the languages are spoken. When a language is spoken in several countries, we choose the largest state in terms of surface.
The geographical centers of the countries are taken from the NGA GEOnet Names Server (GNS). 4 For Catalan we take the coordinates of the city of Manresa, which is located in the geographic center of Catalonia. We found the coordinates on Wikipedia. 5 The centers are shown in Figure   7 .
The correlations between geographic and linguistic distances are found in Table 11 . In Germanic languages we do not find significant 6 correlations for lexis or for orthography. This also agrees with the pictures in Figure 2 . For example, at the lexical level Dutch and Swedish are relatively close. Although the geographical distance between Dutch and English is smaller, the lexical distance is much larger. We find a small distance between Danish and Swedish in the orthographic map. Although the geographical distance between Danish and German is much smaller, the orthographic distance is much larger. In Romance languages we find a significant correlation at the lexical level, but not at the orthographic level. We find significant correlations in the Slavic languages at both the lexical and the orthographic levels. As to the orthographic measurements, we have to keep in mind that most Slavic languages were inclined to adopt one letter-one sound policy. This means that they are generally read the way they are written, unlike, for example, French or English. Additionally many of the Slavic languages have similar conventions when it comes to diacritics.
We found that the correlation which we obtained when using the Cyrillic spelling (r = .84) is significant higher than the correlation which we obtained when using the Latin transliteration (r = .40) at the alpha = .05 level, but both correlations are significant. When we look at Figure 4 (which is obtained on the basis of an analysis where the Cyrillic spelling is used for Bulgarian), we find both large geographic and large orthographic distances between Bulgarian and the other Slavic languages. But in Figure  5 (where the Latin transliteration is used) the orthographic distances between Bulgarian and the other Slavic languages are relatively smaller, especially between Bulgarian and Croatian, which explains the lower correlation between orthographic and geographic distance. Correlations between lexical and geographical distances, and between orthographic and geographical distances. For Slavic two analyses are performed, one with the original Cyrillic orthography for Bulgarian (1) and another with Latin transliteration (2) . Geographic distances are between capitals.
As-the-crow-flies distances between the capitals
In the previous section we measured geographic distances between the geographic centers of the countries. In Section 1 we mentioned that languages are usually derived from dialects. Instead of using the geographical centers, we measure geographical distances between the capitals of the countries. A standard language often has its roots in the dialects of the economically predominant area of the country, and oftenbut not always -the capital is found in that area. Therefore, as an additional measurement, we consider geographic distances between capitals. We motivate this by referring to the Dutch situation. In the Netherlands the provinces of Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland and Utrecht are considered economically central. Smakman (2006) shows that this goes back to the 16th century:
"Holland went on to develop into a strong sea-faring power and flourished economically … By the end of the 16th Century, the dominance of Hollands (the language of Holland) had tacitly been acknowledged across the higher social layers in the northern area." (p. 21) Regarding the 17th Century he writes:
"The most influential bourgeoisie of the Dutch-speaking resided in the Holland cities, and the power and wealth of these cities grew steadily. The supremacy of Holland was a fact, the new city varieties gradually started to share certain features … Van den Vondel (1650) wrote about Dutch being spoken most perfectly in the Hague and Amsterdam, by people of good upbringing, and it is true that Dutch pronunciation today is based largely on the speaking habits of the 17th Century wealthy middle classes of Amsterdam and the Hague." (p. 21, 22) The strong relationship between the prestigious Holland dialects and standard Dutch is also shown by Heeringa (2004) . He finds that standard Dutch pronunciation is closest to the pronunciation of the dialect of Haarlem, a smaller city to the west of Amsterdam, the Dutch capital (p. 274). In Table 12 the capitals of the countries in our study are listed. The locations of the capitals are shown in Figure 8 . The correlation coefficients between geographic distances between the capitals 7 and the lexical and orthographic distances are given per language group in Table 13. When we  compare this table with Table 11 we now find a significant correlation of orthographic variation in the Romance languages and also lower p values. This indicates that geographic distances between capitals predict lexical and orthographic distances better than geographic distances between geographical centers. But we still do not find significant correlations of Germanic languages at either level. This may indicate that geographic The correlations between the travel distances and the lexical and orthographic distances are given in Table 15 . In general the correlations are lower than in Tables 11 and 13, except for the lexical distances between the Germanic languages. It is striking that the lexical distances of each of the language groups significantly correlate with the travel distances, but orthographic distances correlate significantly with the travel distances within the Slavic group only. This gives us the impression that geographical distance determines lexical variation rather than orthographic variation. The development of lexical variation and change is probably a more natural process than the existence of orthographic variation. Lexis is a fully linguistic variable, driven by the speakers, while orthography is a combination of pronunciation and spelling. Variation in pronunciation is purely linguistic, but spelling is not; it is partly determined by political decisions, where each country is autonomous. Spelling differences do not always reflect pronunciation differences and may cause languages to look more different from each other than they actually are. For example, sector is written as Sektor in German and as sector in Dutch. The c in the Dutch orthographic form is pronounced in the same way as the k in the German orthographic form. Therefore, this difference does not reflect a difference in pronunciation but in spelling. This kind of difference may explain why orthographic variation correlates less well with travel distances than lexical variation does.
Travel distances between the capitals
In Section 5.2.2 we correlated lexical and orthographic distances with travel distances which were measured between the geographical centers of the countries. In Section 5.2.3 the two levels were correlated with as-the-crowflies distances between the capitals of the countries. In this section we correlate the lexical and orthographic distances between languages with travel distances between the capitals of the corresponding countries. The results are shown in Table 16 . In most cases we find significant correlations, except for Germanic languages (both levels) and Romance languages (orthography only). In general the correlations are higher than those which we found in Section 5.2.3, which suggests that travel distances should be measured between the capitals rather than between geographical centers.
Summary and findings
In this section we summarize the results of the previous sections over the three language groups. We performed an ANCOVA test for each of the four geographical measures. In each test the geographic distance is entered as covariate and language group is entered as fixed factor. By entering language group as a fixed factor we take into account that systematic differences between language groups may exist. Either lexical distance or orthographic distance is entered as dependent variable.
The partial eta squared values (η 2 ) for each of the four geographic measures are presented in Table 17 . At the lexical level we get the larger η 2 for travel distances between capitals. 13.2% of the variance in the lexical distances is explained by travel distances between capitals. At the orthographic level the larger η 2 is obtained when using as-the-crow-flies distances between capitals. 15.1% (when using the Cyrillic spelling for Bulgarian) or 13.3% (when using the Latin transliteration for Bulgarian) of the variance in the orthographic distances is explained by as-the-crow-flies distances between capitals.
For all geographic measures the η 2 's at the lexical level are higher than those at the orthographic level, regardless of whether the Cyrillic spelling or the Latin transliteration is used for Bulgarian. Partial Eta Squared values for each of the four geographic measures. AN-COVA tests were performed where the geographic measures are entered as covariates and language group as fixed factor. Either lexical distance or orthographic distance is entered as dependent variable. For orthography (1) the Cyrillic spelling is used for Bulgarian, and for orthography (2) the Latin transliteration is used. *** means: p < .001, ** means: p < .01 and * means: p < .05.
------
Conclusions
In this paper we investigated whether lexical and orthographic distances correlate with each other and with geography. We correlated lexical and orthographic distances with each other and found significant but relatively low correlations for each of the language families. The relatively low correlations show that lexis and orthography each have their own patterns of variation. We refer to a study of Heeringa & Hinskens (in press) , who studied linguistic change in a set of 80 local Dutch dialects. They focused on lexis, morphology and sound components and found that the lexical level has been affected the most, and the morphological level is the most stable. This suggests that dialect change happens at different rates at the various linguistic levels. We expect that the same is the case for languages. When lexical and orthographic distance are examined as explanatory factors of the scores of written mutual intelligibility, both factors should be included in the model.
When correlating lexical and orthographic distances with geography, we were confronted with the problem of how to locate languages in geographic space. We located the countries at their center points on the one hand, and at their capitals on the other hand. We are aware that neither locating at the center points nor locating at the capitals is optimal. A better and more linguistically motivated approach may be to use the geographic distances between the source dialects of the standard varieties. 10 We considered two kinds of geographic measurements, namely, as-thecrow-flies distances and modern travel distances. At the lexical level the best results are obtained when correlating with travel distances between capitals, which explain 22.0% of the variance in the lexical distances. At the orthographic level the best results are obtained when correlating with as-the-crow-flies distances between capitals, which explain 13.3% (for Bulgarian the Cyrillic spelling is used) or 15.1% (a Latin transliteration is used instead) of the variance in the orthographic distances (see Table 15 ). For both lexical distance and orthographic distance the size of effect is large (Cohen 1988) . Therefore, geography could represent lexical and orthographic variation in a model of written intelligibility to some extent. From Table 17 we will expect that geography will represent lexical variation better than orthographic variation.
In future work other linguistic levelssound components, morphology and syntaxmay be added into the analysis. 
Appendix B: Romance distance matrices
